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IntroductionIntroduction

The following lightweight and highly compact machine pistol design is quick to manufacture and contains a low
number of components. It's minimalist layout incorporates a single receiver piece to house all components, doing
away with the use of any pins or bolts to retain it's trigger grouping. These features result in a sleek and refined

appearance, contrasting with the majority of weapons of this type. 

Specs:Specs:

Operation:Operation: Openbolt, blowback

Cartridge:Cartridge: !"#!mm
Capacity:Capacity: $%rds
Overall length:Overall length:$&!mm
Height:Height: ##&mm  without mag %(#mm with)
Barrel Length:Barrel Length: (.*+
Weight unloaded:Weight unloaded:#.(# kg

Top- The lack of any e"ternal cocking handle further amplifies
concealability while it's large port opening ensures reliable ejection.

It's small sie allows it to fit comfortably into a standard pistol
bag.

/onstructed in it's most concealable form very little
protrudes, keeping a slim profile. 0 design feature
employed to ma"imie concealability is the
inclusion of a single wide port ontop allowing for
the bolt to be cocked without an e"ternal handle in
the same manor as the 12 3$ 4rease 4un. The
standard use of # #5%+ receiver tube and $56+ lock

collars allow for ease of lamination of internal
components without using a lathe.

7ot to miss out on the availability of modern high
tech synthetic polymers, a section of rubber bicycle
handlebar grip was incorporated to serve as a
comfortable and e"pedient palm rest.

8or legal reasons, the demonstration prototype
pictured was constructed as a nonfiring dummy
replica. It contains a blocked and destroyed dummy
barrel and it's dummy bolt features no provisions for
a firing pin. This document is intended purely forThis document is intended purely for

academic study purposes only academic study purposes only ..



 

isassembled:isassembled:

Components: Magazine, Receiver, Barrel assembly, Sear, Trigger, Bolt assembly, Bolt retaining tab, Recoil spring,Components: Magazine, Receiver, Barrel assembly, Sear, Trigger, Bolt assembly, Bolt retaining tab, Recoil spring,
nd plug, Retaining bolts !"#$nd plug, Retaining bolts !"#$

Cut!a"ay vie":Cut!a"ay vie":



 

Prototypes for a similar short!lived commercial design produced in the #$%&s' Purportedly developed for Prototypes for a similar short!lived commercial design produced in the #$%&s' Purportedly developed for 
distribution to guerrilla groups for use in clandestine operations' (n added rotatable for"ard grip isdistribution to guerrilla groups for use in clandestine operations' (n added rotatable for"ard grip is

present "hich can also hold an e)tra maga*ine'present "hich can also hold an e)tra maga*ine'



 

Component construction notesComponent construction notes

Bolt:Bolt:

9ather than being machined from a single piece of steel, the bolt for this design is laminated from steel tubing
and bar stock. If the material is available, an ideal two piece bolt can be made from a length of $*mm diameter,
*mm thick wall steel tube with a %*mm inner bolt piece. The e"pedient version presented here however is
laminated from a length of $*mm " #.*mm steel tube, a $%mm steel bar stock inner piece, and two lengths of
steel bar welded either side to catch the sear.



 

The bolt piece starts out as a *&mm length of $%mm mild steel bar stock which is marked in it's center and drilled
using a #&mm bit until $mm deep. 0 second #&mm bit, modified by removing it's tip is then used to level this hole
flat. The hole is then beveled using a #(mm: drill bit and sanded smooth. 2i" holes are then drilled through the
length of the bar using a drill press. This will allow for quick removal of material using an angle grinder fitted with
a #mm slitting disc then further neatened using a %mm: grinding disc and hand f iles. 8inally the ejection slot is
cut through the bottom using a #mm slitting disc until entering #mm into the bolt face.

++rigger rigger groupinggrouping

The trigger and sear are held in the receiver without any pins, each sandwiched between the barrel, barrel collar
and receiver wall. This very simple assembly increases overall compactness and proves just as reliable and
strong as any other type.

The trigger consists of a single piece cut from (mm steel or aluminum plate, while the sear is constructed using a
matching offcut from the bolt carrier tube piece and a block of (mm steel plate filed to match and welded in
place. 0 small curve on top of the sear allows it to lift up under spring pressure and rest on the underside of the
barrel. This allows the front of the sear to catch the front of the bolt when pulled back.



 

,ecoil spring,ecoil spring

 0 lever type grease gun applicator will contain a large compression spring suitable for use. The spring may need
to be weakened slightly by rapidly compressing it inside the tube using a large dowel or similar to acquire the
right amount of tension. 0 number of coils need to be cut off before use to form a final spring length of $ $56+ and
consisting of si" coils. ;our spring specifications will depend on manufacturer so it's best to modify incrementally.

-seful tools:-seful tools:

rill press or electric drill crill press or electric drill combined "ith a standombined "ith a stand
+ungsten or cobalt tipped drill bits .optional/+ungsten or cobalt tipped drill bits .optional/

Welder Welder .can be a ch.can be a cheap stic0 1 arc eap stic0 1 arc type/type/remel 1 rotary tool 2 reinforced cutting discs .optional/remel 1 rotary tool 2 reinforced cutting discs .optional/
Hand filesHand files

Hac0sa" 2 cobalt tipped blades .optional/Hac0sa" 2 cobalt tipped blades .optional/
Hand taps for threadingHand taps for threading

3aterials:3aterials:

4%mm ) #'5mm "all mild steel round tube4%mm ) #'5mm "all mild steel round tube
#6 ) 76 .75mm ) 5&mm ) ##6 ) 76 .75mm ) 5&mm ) #'5mm/ mild steel bo) tub'5mm/ mild steel bo) tubee

45mm ) #'5mm round tube45mm ) #'5mm round tube
#6 steel bar #6 steel bar 

#&mm mild steel bar #&mm mild steel bar 

8mm thic0 mild steel plate8mm thic0 mild steel plate
4196 shaft loc0 c4196 shaft loc0 collarsollars
#$mm ) #'5mm tube#$mm ) #'5mm tube

#8mm tube 1 bar #8mm tube 1 bar 

































 

3ore:3ore:




